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Abstract

Backward Raman ampli�cation and compression at high power might occur if a long pumping

laser pulse is passed through a plasma to interact resonantly with a counter-propagating short

seed pulse [V. M. Malkin, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 82(22):4448{4451, 1999]. One critical issue,

however, is that the pump may be unacceptably depleted due to spontaneous Raman backscatter

from intrinsic uctuations in the amplifying plasma medium prior to its useful interaction with

the seed. Premature backscatter may be avoided, however, by employing a gaseous medium with

pump intensities too low to ionize the medium and using the intense seed to produce the plasma

by rapid photoionization as it is being ampli�ed [V. M. Malkin, et. al., Phys.Plasmas (2001)].

In addition to allowing that only rather low power pumps be used, photoionization introduces a

damping of the short pulse which must be overcome by the Raman growth rate for net ampli�cation

to occur. The parameter space of gas densities, laser wavelengths, and laser intensities is surveyed

to identify favorable regimes for this e�ect. Output laser intensities of 1017 W=cm2 for 0:5�m

radiation are found to be feasible for such a scheme using a pump of 1013 W=cm2 and an initial

seed of 5� 1014 W=cm2 over an ampli�cation length of 5:6 cm in hydrogen gas.
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1 Introduction

Through the last several decades, applications such as inertial con�nement fusion (ICF) [1], laser wake

�eld particle acceleration [2], or investigations of nonlinear quantum electrodynamics [3] have driven

the search for ever higher laser intensities in ever shorter pulses. In the mid-1980's the development

of the chirped pulse ampli�cation (CPA) technique enabled the remarkable increase in peak unfocused

laser intensities from the then limit of � 109W=cm2 to the range of several 1012W=cm2 [4]. While

the CPA technique has yielded tremendous advances in laser powers, access to yet higher powers and

intensities by this process is frustrated by the requirement of impractically large di�raction gratings of

the multi-meter scale and the �xed damage thresholds of these fragile, high-precision elements to ultra-

high light intensities. Nevertheless, such schemes as the fast ignitor for laser fusion (requiring � 1 ps

pulses of �1020W=cm2 intensities) [5] or studies of photon decay by electron-positron pair production

(at intensities greater than 1030W=cm2) demand powers at or beyond current limits of CPA and so

motivate the search for yet more eÆcient as well as compact laser ampli�ers capable of withstanding

ultra-intense laser uences. In this regard, the essential indestructibility of plasma under currently

imaginable laser intensities particularly suggests its use as a laser amplifying element.

To meet such a need, a scheme has recently been proposed [6] for the ampli�cation of unfocused pulses

into the 1017W=cm2 range using backward Raman scattering in plasma slabs. In this technique, a long

laser \pump" pulse of large integrated energy is collided with a narrow, oppositely-propagating \seed"

pulse. The nonlinear evolution of the Raman scattering instability was found analytically to result in

the scattering of the pump power into the narrow seed pulse with this backward propagating seed both

amplifying and narrowing (compressing) linearly in time. A maximum eÆciency for energy transfer

from the pump pulse to the seed of nearly 80% should be possible with a focused seed intensity reaching

on the order of 105 times what is currently achievable.

However, the stability of the pump pulse to spontaneous Raman backscatter from intrinsic uctuations
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in the plasma medium, which could degrade or entirely suppress the ampli�cation e�ect, is of concern.

Stabilization of this unwanted Raman scattering of the pump pulse might be achieved by exploiting the

nonlinear narrowing of the seed as it ampli�es [7]. Since the seed is rapidly narrowing in space during

its nonlinear ampli�cation, its consequent broadening in frequency renders this nonlinear ampli�cation

phase robust to \detuning" from the exact Raman resonance. The linear evolution of the premature

backward scattering of the pump (during which any signal broadens as opposed to narrowing [8]),

however, | without such broad spectra | would not be resilient to such deviations from resonance.

The introduction of a spatial variation in the plasma frequency (i.e., density) to detune the seed from

forward scattering and an opposed temporal chirp of the pump pulse to detune from backscattering

would then suppress these undesired scattering mechanisms. Analytical and numerical calculations in

one dimension have shown this continued nonlinear ampli�cation of the seed pulse in the presence of

slight detuning.

This analysis was performed only in the limit of a cold, collisionless uid plasma without realistic mod-

eling of spontaneous pump backscatter from plasma noise [9], however. Simulations with the particle-

in-cell (PIC) code Zohar [10], in which the e�ect of discreteness-induced plasma noise is included,

suggest that such backscatter may be a signi�cant concern. While the uctuation level is signi�cantly

exaggerated in PIC codes relative to that in a real plasma (due to the far fewer particles per Debye

sphere in any conceivable simulation compared to a realistic weakly coupled plasma [11]), it remains

to be demonstrated convincingly that a relatively high intensity laser pump may be propagated stably

through � 1 cm of plasma of reasonable density for strong nonlinear coupling. The Raman ampli�cation

e�ect may be demonstrated in particle simulations using \cold" or \quiet" starts in which no uctua-

tions initially exist in the plasma, e�ectively a plasma of zero temperature; but such simulations, while

including certain discrete-plasma e�ects, e�ectively sidestep the crucial question of pump stability to

intrinsic noise. Indeed, electron temperatures of � 200 eV may be necessary in some implementations to

avoid excessive collisional damping of the pump or seed during their propagation through the ampli�er.
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To avoid the diÆculties associated with propagation of the pump it has been proposed that the relatively

long (� 1 cm) plasma amplifying medium be replaced by a neutral gas of the appropriate density to

satisfy the Raman resonance condition once fully ionized [12]. If a pumping pulse of intensity below the

ionization threshold for the gas is used, the pumping pulse may then be propagated through the entire

ampli�er without the possibility of spontaneous Raman backscatter. In conjunction with a seed pulse

of intensity greater than the threshold for rapid photoionization, the gas will be completely ionized to

the appropriate density only at the front of the amplifying seed pulse and allow the backscatter of the

pump only in this region and so only the useful ampli�cation of the seed. Generating the plasma in

situ by photoionization from the seed, however, necessarily results in an added damping of the seed.

For a self-ionizing Raman ampli�er to be feasible, a regime must the then be found for which not only

is the pump well below and the seed well above the photoionization threshold, but also for which the

nonlinear Raman growth rate of the seed exceeds it damping rate due to ionization or other e�ects.

Total output laser intensities of � 1017W=cm2 for 0:5�m radiation are found to be feasible for such

a scheme using a pump of 1013W=cm2 and a seed of 5 � 1014W=cm2 over an ampli�cation length of

5:6 cm in hydrogen gas. This is to be compared with ampli�cation to an equivalent output intensity in

a pre-ionized plasma of length 0:35 cm by a pump of 1015W=cm2. In e�ect, the higher pump intensity

tolerable for a plasma is traded for a longer but stabler interaction length in a neutral gas to obtain

identical output intensities.

Even if spontaneous pump backscatter from noise in a pre-ionized plasma ultimately proves not to

be a diÆculty for the conventional ampli�cation scheme, a self-ionizing ampli�er appears still to have

the advantage of simplicity. While the conventional ampli�er requires the preparation (and temporary

maintenance) of a plasma of a speci�c density, and possibly density gradient, and that the plasma

be heated to Te � 200 eV, a self-ionizing ampli�er requires only the far simpler arrangement of an

amplifying chamber �lled with gas to a speci�ed uniform density. Overall, the far lower uctuation levels

and simpler handling properties of a gaseous as opposed to plasma medium suggest that a self-ionizing
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ampli�er may well be favored simply from practical considerations. In addition, precursor pulses, which

may disrupt backward Raman ampli�cation in a pre-ionized plasma [13], might be eliminated due to

the absence of plasma ahead of the seed pulse front.

Note that the method contemplated here is pulse compression by ionization-induced backscatter of

the pump, with the ionization induced by the backscattered pulse, which is much more intense than

the pump. There are other ionization e�ects which induce pulse shortening, primarily the erosion of

the leading edge of the pulse [14]. These e�ects, however, apply to high intensity femtosecond pulses

traveling through ionizing plasma in the absence of a counter-propagating pump wave.

This paper demonstrates a regime in which an ionization front may be employed for coupling the pump

to an amplifying seed pulse. Conditions on the pump intensity, laser polarization, working gas, and other

parameters are quanti�ed and the most favorable regime for self-ionizing ampli�cation identi�ed. This

paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the e�ects and governing equations used in modeling

a self-ionizing Raman ampli�er. Sec. 3 describes the energetics of pulse ampli�cation and plasma

ionization which represent constraints on the possible regimes of operation for a self-ionizing Raman

ampli�er. Sec. 4 presents example results of the numerical integration of the model outlined in Sec. 2,

and Sec. 5 o�ers concluding remarks and possibilities for further research.

2 Modeling of a self-ionizing Raman ampli�er

The envelope approximation (see e.g., [15]) in one dimension is used to model the Raman backscatter

interaction (see e.g., [16]) in which the two light waves (1; 2) are coupled by the Langmuir wave (3)
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according to the equations

(@t � v1 @x � �1=2)a1 = Ka2a3

(@t � v2 @x � �2=2)a2 = � Ka1a
�
3

(@t � v3 @x � �3=2)a3 = � Ka1a
�
2 :

(1)

Here ai is the potential envelope of each wave normalized tomec
2=e for the light waves and (!pe=2!) (me c

2=e)

for the Langmuir wave, vi the corresponding wave group velocity, and �i the wave energy damping rate.

The wave coupling parameter K is (ne=nc)1=4=
p
2 for circular polarization and (ne=nc)1=4=2 for linear

polarization with ne the electron density and nc
:
= me!

2=4�jej2 the critical density corresponding to

the laser frequency.

The Raman interaction requires the frequency (i.e., plasma density) and wave number matching con-

ditions [16]

!1 = !2 + !3 and k1 = k2 + k3 :

It is assumed that the plasma is suÆciently rare�ed (ne=nc � 1) that the laser frequencies are approx-

imately comparable !1 ' !2 � ! � !3 � !p in Eq. (1) and that the laser phase velocities are both

approximately the velocity of light in vacuum. Consequently, k1;2 ' !=c and k3 ' 2 k1;2 for direct

backscatter. For the case of phase matching in an inhomogeneous plasma, it is assumed in the following

that once the density reaches within 1% of the appropriate resonant value the coupling constant K

attains its full value and otherwise is zero. Also, for adequately low electron temperatures, the thermal

dispersion of the Langmuir wave is negligible so that v3 ' 0.

For typical plasma temperatures which are well below � 1 keV, Landau damping is negligible so that

the damping rates in Eqs. (1) are due solely to electron-ion and electron-neutral collisions. The damping
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rates appearing in these equations are then given by [16]

� � �1;2 =
�!p
!

�2
(�ei + �n) and �3 = �ei + �n

with

�ei[sec
�1] ' 2:9� 10�6Zeff ne[cm

�3] ln� "[eV]�3=2

�n[sec
�1] ' nn[cm

�3]�n[cm
2]�8>><

>>:
vosc[cm/sec] ; vosc < �

(� c)[cm/sec] ; vosc > �

where " = Te+me v
2
osc
=2 is the total particle energy, vosc = c a its oscillation velocity in the total electric

�eld, nn the number density of neutrals, �n ' 10�15 cm2 the electron-neutral cross-section, � ' 1=137

the �ne structure constant, and ln� is the Coulomb logarithm [17, 18]. In addition to damping the

wave �elds, collisions result in the weak background heating of the plasma according to

3

2
ne @t Te =

1

8�

�
�(E2

1 +E2
2) + �3E

2
3

�
: (2)

The photoionization rate of an atomic gas in an intense laser �eld can be modeled by the Keldysh formula

[18, 19] provided E � m2
e jej5=�h4, or equivalently a� mejej6=�h4! c ' 0:1 for half-micron radiation [20].

For small electric �elds, 
:
=
p
2UI=mec2=a� 1, a multi-photon formula for the ionization rate applies,

w(a) ' !N3=2 (2)�2N (3)

where w(a) is the probability of ionizing a single neutral atom per unit time, UI is the ionization

potential, and N
:
= 1 + Int(UI=�h!) is the number of photons required to overcome that potential. For

large electric �elds,  � 1, when the ionization rate is suÆciently rapid for the electric �eld to be

approximated as static, a tunneling formula is accurate,

w(a) ' 4
0

�
UI
UH

�5=2
aH
a

exp

"
�2
3

�
UI
UH

�3=2
aH
a

#
; (4)
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where UH is the ionization potential of hydrogen, 
0

:
= � c=rBohr ' 4:1� 1016 sec�1 is the \atomic fre-

quency," and aH ' 3:05�1014=![sec�1] the normalized vector potential associated with the hydrogenic

electric �eld. For circular polarization in which jEj is constant, Eq. (4) is applicable, while for linear

polarization, the cycle averaged form of the tunneling formula should be used,

w(a) ' 4

r
3

�

0

�
UI
UH

�7=4r
aH
a

exp

"
�2
3

�
UI
UH

�3=2
aH
a

#
;

resulting in a slightly higher threshold for rapid ionization in the parameter region of interest. For the

purposes of this investigation, in the small region between the multi-photon and tunneling regimes a

simple linear interpolation between Eqs. (3) and (4) is used. For a � mejej6=�h4!c (beyond the validity

range of the Keldysh model), the ionization rate is so rapid that all of the available gas may be treated

as ionized instantaneously on the time scale of the laser period.

The composite ionization probability as a function of laser wavelength � and amplitude a for atomic

hydrogen and circularly polarized light is plotted in Fig. 1. A window of low ionization probability

(w=! � 10�10), suitable for propagating the pumping beam over some distance, is evident for a � 0:002

and � � 0:2�m (corresponding to I � 1013W=cm2), and threshold behavior is seen near a ' 0:002

over the span of wavelengths � = 0:2 � 1:0�m. Above a ' 0:005 (I � 1014W=cm2), the ionization

rate is e�ectively instantaneous for � = 0:2� 1:0�m marking a lower limit for the seed amplitude in a

self-ionizing ampli�er. These thresholds are on the order of the values cited for helium in Ref. [21].

Due to photoionization, the electron and neutral densities evolve according to the equations

@t ne = nnw(a) and @t nn = �nnw(a) : (5)

By energy conservation, the wave �elds must also damp according to

nc
mec

2

2
@t jaj2 = �(UI + h"i) @t ne ; (6)

where

E2
1 +E2

2 + E2
3

8�
= nc

mec
2

2
jaj2
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is the total electric �eld energy density, jaj2 :
= a21+a22+

1

2

q
ne
nc
a23, and h"i represents the average energy

acquired by an electron born in the laser �eld of magnitude a(x; t). This equation corresponds to the

\non-adiabatic" losses due to ionization as discussed in Ref. [22]. For multi-electron atoms, the e�ect of

second and third, etc. ionizations results in additional damping. The far slower process of recombination

is completely negligible for the short time scales applicable to Raman ampli�cation. Scattering to other

wavelengths due to ionization is also neglected.

The average electron birth energy is given by

h"i :
=

1

N

Z 1

0

d" f(")" with N
:
=

Z 1

0

d" f(")

where f(") is the electron distribution function in the wake of the ionizing pulse corresponding to

electron birth in the given total electric �eld a(x; t). Note that the instantaneous electric �eld a(x; t)

at the position and time of an electron's birth determines its contribution to the residual oscillation

energy h"i. Though the electron oscillates in any subsequent �eld, only the drift energy imparted to it

at the time of ionization (determined by the phase of the electric �eld) remains with the electron and

contributes to the ionization damping of the laser �eld.

For the case of linear polarization, using the conservation of each electron's transverse canonical mo-

mentum p� jejA=c with A the laser vector potential, the energy distribution of electrons left behind

by an ionizing laser pulse (considering only the simple case of hydrogen from which one electron is

liberated) may be calculated [23] from Eq. (4) to be

f(") = 1

"osc

�
1� "

"osc

��1 �
"

"osc

��1=2
�

exp

�
��

�
1� "

"osc

��1=2�
�(2"osc � ") ;

(7)

where "osc
:
= mec

2a2=4 is the time averaged oscillation energy of the laser �eld at the time of ionization,

�
:
= (2=3)(UI=UH )3=2(aH=a), and �(x) is the unit step function. The distribution is peaked at " = 0

and cuto� at twice the average laser oscillation energy. Physically, noting that Eq. (4) is a strongly
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increasing function of the electric �eld magnitude, the majority of particles are born at the peaks of

the electric �eld where A = 0. Treating the electrons as born with zero momentum, conservation of

the canonical transverse momentum then stipulates that the majority of electrons returns to rest after

the passing of the pulse, e�ectively returning the particle kinetic energy to the pulse, and leaving a

distribution peaked at " = 0. Similarly, an electron born in phase with the laser �eld gains at most

2"osc resulting in the cut-o� of the distribution on this collisionless time-scale.

For atomic hydrogen with UI ' 13:6 eV, � ' 0:5�m, and a � 0:01� 0:001, then � � 5 � 50 � 1 and

the integral may be evaluated asymptotically to yield

h"i �
p
2�

"osc
K0(�)

��3=2e�� � mev
2
osc

2 �
; � !1 ; (8)

where use is made of the large argument approximation for the modi�ed Bessel function K0(�) �p
�=2� e�� [24]. At suÆciently large a, � is no longer large and the approximation of Eq. (8) no longer

applies; however, this results only in an over-estimate of h"i and, at worst, a conservative estimate of

the cost of the ionization damping.

In contrast, for circular polarization, the constancy of the magnitude of the electric �eld results in a

distribution peaked near the laser oscillation energy [25], so that h"i � mev
2
osc
=2. Consequently, for

large �, linear polarization results in a substantially reduced contribution of the oscillation energy to

the ionization damping rate relative to circular polarization.

3 Energetics of self-ionizing Raman ampli�cation

With these equations, an estimate of the overall limitations placed on Raman ampli�cation due to

ionization damping may be made. Assuming the seed pulse reaches the advanced nonlinear phase of

ampli�cation when signi�cant depletion of the pump occurs, during a time interval �t, the seed would
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gain an energy increment from the pump of

�"+ � 2 c�t �
E2
1

8�
� 2 c�t � nc

mec
2

2
a21 ;

where � � 0:8 represents the fraction of pump depletion. Simultaneously, the seed would lose an energy

increment due to total ionization of the background gas of

�"� � c�t ne (UI + h"i) ;

so that the criterion for net ampli�cation, �"+ > �"�, may be written as

a1 >

s
ne
� nc

UI + h"i
me c2

: (9)

An accurate estimate of the limitation placed on a1 by Eq. (9), requires an evaluation of the average

electron birth energy h"i including two important e�ects: Foremost, an estimate of the characteristic

amplitude in the seed pulse pro�le at which the majority of electrons are born must be made since

the source of electrons nn may be completely depleted long before the the complete seed pulse passes

any representative neutral atom. Electrons born in the leading part of the pulse oscillate in the high

intensity �elds near the peak of the seed, but ultimately return their oscillation energy to the pulse as

it passes and retain only the drift energy established by the low intensity �eld at which they were born.

Secondly, as shown for linearly polarized lasers, the majority of particles do not possess the full laser

�eld oscillation velocity corresponding to the �eld amplitude at which they are born.

The amplitude of a2 where the majority of electrons are born (i.e., where nn drops rapidly in the ionizing

�eld of the seed) may be estimated by considering the simple model (valid in the small neighborhood

of the steep seed pulse front where most ionization occurs) of a laser pulse whose amplitude increases

linearly with a slope � behind the pulse front, a(x; t) = �(ct�x)�(ct�x), impinging on a step-function

distribution of neutral gas, nn(x; t = 0) = �(x). For the case of linear polarization, integrating the

second of Eqs. (5) for these conditions using the cycle averaged form of Eq. (4) and assuming a(x; t) to
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be unperturbed by the ionization process (i.e., the case of a strong seed in a tenuous gas) gives

nn(x; t) = �(x) �

exp

�
�w0

p
�0

c�
�

�
�1
2
;

�0

�(ct � x)

�
�(ct � x)

�

where �0
:
= (2=3)(UI=UH )

3=2aH , w0
:
= 4

p
3=�
0(UI=UH)

7=4paH , and �(a; x) is the incomplete

Gamma function. Using the large argument expansion for �(a; x) [24], in the region just behind the

pulse front (�0=�(ct � x)! +1),

nn(x; t) � �(x) �

exp

�
�w0

p
�

c�0
(ct� x)3=2 exp

�
� �0

�(ct� x)

��
:

For typical parameters, the characteristic depth into the pulse at which the majority of electrons is

born is then approximately found to be

(ct� x) ' �0=�

ln
�
w0

p
�0=c �

� ;
so that the corresponding laser intensity in this linear model is then

a ' �0

ln
�
w0

p
�0=c �

� :
In the case of circular polarization, using the unaveraged form of Eq. (4), a similar calculation (with

now w0
:
= 4
0(UI=UH )5=2aH ) yields for the characteristic �eld strength at which most electrons are

born

a ' �0

ln (w0=c �)
:

In both cases, a increases with increasing pulse steepness. Note that, for these parameters, since the

cycle-averaged ionization rate appropriate for linear polarization is slightly less than the unaveraged

result applicable to circular polarization, the majority of electrons are born at a slightly higher �eld

for linear polarization as opposed to circular polarization. However, the reduction in h"i for linear

polarization largely compensates this e�ect, so that the characteristic energy at which most electrons
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are born in a linearly polarized pulse is actually less than that for circular polarization for all values of

�� for which the envelope approximation is valid.

For a typical seed pulse front with �� ' 0:1 in the nonlinear regime and again for the case of atomic

hydrogen with � = 0:5�m and ne = 0:001nc, using these estimates of a in evaluating Eq. (8) (noting

that � depends on a for linear polarization) and Eq. (9) leads to

a1 �
s

ne
� nc

UI + h"i
mec2

' 2:2� 10�4 :

For circular polarization, the ampli�cation condition is

a1 � 3:1� 10�4

for the same parameters. In both cases, a threshold amplitude for the pump must be exceeded to

overcome ionization damping. The attainable amplitude of a2 is constrained only due to steepening of

the pulse front during the ampli�cation process and consequent increase of the characteristic h"i. Such

a limit is generally reached only beyond the validity of Eqs. (1), however. Also, though for �xed a, h"i

may be signi�cantly greater for circular polarization, the net advantage of linear polarization in terms of

the ionization damping rate proves only marginal due to the dominating contribution of the ionization

potential and since most electrons are born at a lower �eld amplitude with circular polarization for

typically steep pulses.

Alternately, with a1 constrained by the ionization threshold given in Fig. 1 (a1 � 0:0015), Eq. (9)

constitutes a limitation on the acceptable gas density. Note that, should the allowable pump intensity

prove to be lower than that given by Fig. 1 and assumed above, this should only result in the necessity

of using lower gas densities in accordance with Eq. (9). However, nn may not be reduced arbitrarily

since the resultant plasma must be suÆciently dense to prevent the breaking of the backscatter-driven

Langmuir wave and subsequent incomplete pump depletion. Using the wave breaking criterion !p >

!b
:
=
pjejk3E3=me and the Manely-Rowe relation amax

1 � amax

3 with k3 ' 2!=c gives a1 � (!p=!)3=2=
p
2
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or nn=nc � 23=2a4=31 to avoid breaking. The composite criterion on the neutral density may then be

written

23=2a
4=3
1 ' 0:00027 < nn

nc
< � mec

2

UI+h"i
a21

'

8>><
>>:

0:048 ; linear polarization

0:023 ; circular polarization

:

(10)

To within the order unity accuracy to be expected of the above estimates, these limits were observed to

be generally consistent with results found numerically (see Sec. 4). For circular and linear polarizations,

peak seed amplitudes were observed to stabilized at little more than their initial amplitudes a2 � 0:01

(although pulse shapes would sharply steepen as an e�ect of the ionization front) for nn = 0:01nc. A

gas density of nn � 0:002nc was found necessary for substantial ampli�cation of the seed to a2 � 0:1.

A threshold also applies for the amplitude and steepness of the seed pulse for a self-ionizing ampli�er

to be feasible. In contrast to the pump, constraints on the seed arise from the complex spatiotempo-

ral evolution of an initial pulse through the linear pulse broadening regime into the nonlinear pump

depletion regime, including ionization damping, and do not appear amenable to simple arguments of

the type used to estimate the pump threshold. The initial seed pulse must be suÆciently intense and

the linear Raman growth rate (dependent on a1 and ne) suÆciently rapid that the linear response,

growing exponentially in the fully ionized plasma behind the seed, replenishes the seed pulse before

the seed intensity is damped below the threshold for rapid ionization. Neglecting ionization damping,

the condition for the seed to access the nonlinear regime can be quanti�ed as the seed pulse length

Lseed exceeding the Raman growth length in the seed c=a2
p
!!p=2 or a2 >

p
2nc=nn=(kLseed). For a

1 ps initial seed, a minimum seed intensity (i.e., ignoring ionization) is then a2 > 0:002 for the same

parameters as above.

Numerically, at the threshold density of ne = 0:01nc, seed amplitudes of a2 � 0:008 and 0:01 for circular

and linear polarizations respectively (comparable to the requirement for rapid ionization) were found
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necessary merely to ensure sustainment of the seed at its initial intensity in the face of ionization. In

this regime of relatively gentle pulse fronts where the ionization damping rate for linear polarization

slightly exceeds that for circular polarization and since the wave coupling constant K and hence linear

Raman growth rate is slightly larger for circular polarization, circular polarization is evidently favored.

Similarly, and since linear polarization results in only a slight reduction in ionization damping for

the nonlinear regime, circularly polarized �elds are also seen to reach slightly higher �nal amplitudes.

In addition, the collisional damping rate for circularly polarized pulses is less than that for linear

polarization due to the presence of stagnation points in electron orbits in linearly polarized �elds.

Combining the �rst of Eqs. (5) with Eq. (6) shows that the wave energy damping from ionization scales

as nn=nc. Since the linear Raman growth rate scales as a1K � a1 (ne=nc)1=4 � a1 (nn=nc)1=4, for any

�xed a1, the growth rate during the crucial linear phase may then always be arranged to exceed the

ionization damping by suÆciently reducing nn. Reducing the linear wave coupling incurs the cost of a

longer interaction length to access the nonlinear regime; however, the only limit to this process is that

imposed by the physically allowable size of a practical device and associated optics.

In the conventional Raman ampli�cation scheme, the total ampli�cationprocess is expected to be limited

by either Raman forward scattering or modulational instabilities of the highly ampli�ed seed to times less

than tamp � 1=!p a
4=3
1 . Maximizing tamp by minimizing !p subject to the constraint that !p � !(4 a1)

2=3

to avoid Langmuir wave-breaking and incomplete pump depletion gives a maximumampli�cation length

of Lamp � �=a21. Also using the limit !p � !(4 a1)2=3, the output pulse temporal length is of the order

of Tout[fs] � 6=!p � 1:3�[�m]=a
2=3
1 , so that the output pulse peak intensity for linear polarization is

Iout[W/cm
2
] � � LampE

2
1=8� c Tout � 4 � 1010 � a

2=3
1 =�[cm]2 and its amplitude a2;out � (I �2[W]=1:37�

1010)1=2 � 1:7 �1=2 a
1=3
1 . As shown above, self-ionization, in addition to constraining the pump to

intensities less than the threshold for signi�cant ionization, only places a criterion on the minimum

pump intensity. In the region of parameter space where these two constraints are compatible, and
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assuming self-ionizing ampli�cation to be limited by forward Raman or modulational instabilities as in

the conventional case, the output pulse parameters may be calculated by the above formulas. Example

parameters for a self-ionizing ampli�er using atomic hydrogen with a1 = 0:0015 are summarized in

Table 1. All appear to be within the constraints of a practically realizable device.

Table 1: Example output parameters.

�[�m] 0.2 0.5 1.0

ne=nc 0.001 0.001 0.001

Lamp[cm] � �[cm]=4a21 2.22 5.55 11.1

a2;out � 1:2 a
1=3
1 0.14 0.14 0.14

Tout[fs] � 1:3�[�m]=a2=31 49.6 124 248

Iout[W/cm2] � 4� 1010 � a
2=3
1 =�[cm]2 1:3� 1018 2:1� 1017 5:2� 1016

The above calculations have been for the simple, mono-electronic case of hydrogen. The somewhat

higher �rst ionization potential of helium, however, makes this gas more desirable as an amplifying

medium since it could sustain higher pump intensities with ionization, but its second electron compli-

cates the energy arguments given above for hydrogen. Simply approximating the oscillation energies

h"ii of each electron liberated from helium as being of the order of the corresponding ionization poten-

tial Ui and since helium can with stand pump intensities of a1 � 0:002 without ionizing leads to the

conditions

nn
nc

< �
mec

2

2(U1 + U2)
a21 � 0:0052

Lamp � �

4a21
� 3:13 cm

Iout � 4� 1010 �
a
2=3
1

�2
� 2:5� 1017W/cm2

for � = 0:5�m. Since no gas has a higher �rst ionization potential than helium, a helium medium

permits the highest pump intensities for a self-ionizing ampli�er and hence accesses the limiting intensity

of � 1017W/cm2 for 0:5�m radiation in the shortest possible distance.
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4 Example simulation of self-ionizing ampli�cation

With the assumptions discussed above, Eqs. (1), (2), (5), and (6) have been integrated numerically in

the frame of the seed pulse. Fig. (2) gives an example comparison of the time evolution of identical

seed pulses of a2(t = 0) = 0:01 and � = 0:5�m ampli�ed by a pump of a1 = 0:0015 in a pre-ionized

plasma of ne = 0:001nc and Te = 500 eV and in an ionizing atomic hydrogen gas of the same density.

In both cases, the lasers are circularly polarized.

In the pre-ionized case, the characteristic \�-pulse" shape of the nonlinear regime of ampli�cation is

evident subject to modi�cations due to slight collisional damping. The peak amplitude of the leading

spike is seen to grow linearly with time, while the pulse width decreases inversely with time. A total

ampli�cation by a factor of � 12, corresponding to an output intensity of 1:6� 1017W/cm2, is reached

for the leading spike with an output pulse width equivalent to one half of the input width. Beyond

a2 � 0:14, a modulational instability of the high-amplitude pulse is expected to end the ampli�cation

process and invalidate the approximations of Eqs. (1).

Remarkably, the self-ionizing pulse reaches a slightly higher amplitude and is slightly more compressed

but is seen also to have fallen behind its analogue for the pre-ionized case. This results from the fact

that during the early phase of ampli�cation, the leading edge of the relatively low amplitude pulse only

partially ionizes the gas (and so is not ampli�ed) but yet undergoes signi�cant ionization damping. This

remnant of the original seed is evident as the low amplitude foot stretching ahead of the main peak

in an only very weakly ionized plasma. Simultaneously, the later segments of the pulse are strongly

ampli�ed in a fully ionized plasma with low damping and so result in an e�ective shift of the pulse peak

to the right. Note that, though not evident in Fig. (2), both pulses evolve towards the �-pulse through

similar linear regimes: a pulse broadening regime characteristic of the linearized solutions of Eqs. (1) [8],

with the addition of a notching of the initial seed pulse due to ionization damping in the ionizing case.

That both reach similar asymptotic states is evidence of the �-pulse remaining the attractor solution
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of Eqs. (1) despite the substantial perturbation introduced by ionization e�ects.

5 Conclusions

In summary, an elementary analysis has demonstrated a regime of feasibility for a self-ionizing, plasma-

based backward Raman ampli�er. In the conventional Raman ampli�er, instability of the pumping

beam to spontaneous backscatter due to uctuations in the pre-formed plasma mediummay be a severe

obstacle to successful ampli�cation. By using the intense amplifying seed pulse to generate the plasma

by photoionization of a neutral gas only in the region where Raman scattering is needed to occur, the

instability of the pump may be avoided provided that the pump intensity is kept below the threshold

for signi�cant ionization. It has been shown that the damping rate due to photoionization by the

seed may be successfully overcome by the non-linear Raman ampli�cation rate and that this ionization

damping results only in the requirement of a minimumpump intensity which is consistent with a pump

intensity below the threshold of photoionization provided the working gas is suÆciently rare�ed. A

suÆciently intense seed is also required to photoionize the gas rapidly and to access the nonlinear

regime of Raman ampli�cation before excessive ionization damping occurs. The output parameters

of a self-ionizing Raman ampli�er are then expected to scale in an equivalent manner to those of the

conventional Raman ampli�er operated with the same pump intensity. Though the detailed kinetics

of ionization in linearly and circularly polarized �elds are quite di�erent, only marginal net di�erences

are found between these polarizations for Raman ampli�cation, with circular polarization appearing

slightly favored.

Note that, in addition to the Raman pulse compression regime considered here, a similar e�ect might

accompany pulse compression in the so-called Compton scattering regime, where backscattering might

occur due to electron trapping e�ects rather than through a resonant three-wave interaction [26]. The

self-ionizing backscatter e�ect, if it occurs for the Compton regime, could then be addressed by an
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approach similar to the one employed here for the Raman regime.

The preceding analysis has entailed many simpli�cations, however. Foremost, while self-ionization

avoids instabilities resulting from the propagation of the pump beam through plasma, instabilities

which might be introduced due to the sharp ionization front have been entirely neglected in this analysis.

Speci�cally, an instability involving transverse modulations of the ionization front due to the nonlinearity

of Eq. (4) has been identi�ed [27]. If the exponentiation length for such an instability proves to be less

than that of the relativistic modulational instability cited above, then a new limiting constraint on the

total allowable ampli�cation length (and hence output intensity) applies. However, since this instability

depends only on the amplitude of the foot of the seed pulse (where ionization occurs) and not on the peak

seed amplitude (as is the case for the relativistic modulational instability), the peak output intensity is

not constrained by this instability. Simply initializing the seed with a higher intensity (perhaps from a

previous Raman ampli�er) and amplifying it over a shorter length would then result in the same output

power as if a smaller initial seed were ampli�ed over a longer length in the absence of the instability. The

complicating e�ects of harmonic generation [28], ionization-induced blue-shifting [29, 30], or forward

Raman scattering in an ionizing plasma have similarly not been included.

Further simpli�cations include that the Keldysh ionization model represents a much reduced analytical

approximation to a complex physical phenomena. Using a simple interpolation formula to connect the

multiphoton and tunneling ionization regimes is a further lowest-order approximation. The e�ect of

collisional ionization (negligible for the short seed pulse, but possibly important for the long pump

pulse) has also been neglected. Particularly, over-estimating the maximum allowable pump intensity to

avoid ionization or underestimating the minimumpermissible seed intensity needed for rapid ionization

could alter the results presented above; however, as indicated in Eq. (10), over-estimating the allowable

pump intensity should only necessitate using a lower gas density and a longer interaction length for the

same output intensity (provided wave breaking is avoided). The validity of the envelope approximation
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to the wave coupling problem as introduced in Eqs. (1) also becomes uncertain when extremely steep

gradients in wave intensities, as results from the ionization front, appear. The exact behavior of the

electron distribution created by such a rapidly changing pulse may similarly be more subtle than is

captured in the ionization damping rate estimate used here. The result cited in Eq. (7) is strictly valid

only for the case of adiabatic laser pulse shapes and not those with extremely steep fronts. In treating

the sharp ionization front, no attempt was further made to treat realistically the Raman resonance

condition for such an inhomogeneous plasma. Possible relativistic e�ects at very high intensities have

also been neglected. Finally, two- or three-dimensional e�ects associated with �nite focusing lengths

or transverse plasma or laser �eld intensity gradients, etc. have not been considered. In principle,

all of these de�ciencies might be addressed by PIC simulation of a self-ionizing ampli�er such as with

[10, 31, 32] in which an ionization package has been included.
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Figure Captions

Figure1: Ionization probability w(a; �)=! for hydrogen.

Figure2: Comparison of pre-ionized (above) and self-ionizing (below) Raman ampli�cation.
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Figure 2:
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